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Earth is long since dead. On a colony planet, a band of men has gained control of technology,
made themselves immortal, and now rules their world as the gods of the Hindu pantheon. Only one
dares oppose them: he who was once Siddhartha and is now Mahasamatman. Binder of Demons. Lord of
Light.
Callisto answers a cry for help from Warren Worthington, a.k.a. Archangel! But Callisto and
Warren have some pretty unpleasant history between them. Can they overcome their differences
long enough to survive? Meanwhile, Professor X and Magneto struggle to help their disturbed
guest on Genosha Collects Excalibur #11-14.
As a consequence of his savage battle with brown bear Riz, doors begin to close for gray wolf
Legoshi, and he must strike out on his own. Temptation arises when he makes a new herbivore
friend, Merino sheep Seven, who is being harassed at work by her carnivore colleagues. Then we
finally meet the current valiant Beastar, horse Yahya, who shares a history with Legoshi’s
family. Like Legoshi and Louis, Yahya strives to make the world a better place—but do his ends
justify his means? And finally, both Louis and Legoshi must come to terms with their father
figures... -- VIZ Media
Two hundred years after a failed attack on the Lustrous, Phosphophyllite is reassembled and
tries again to get Kong? to pray for the Lunarians. This attempt seems likely to succeed, and
the Lunarians prepare to depart to nothingness, while the gemstones on the moon prepare to be
left behind. Meanwhile, Euclase is awakened by the commotion between Phos and Kong?…
Two Million Years Of Being
I'm Standing on a Million Lives 3
Integrating 2d and 3d Assets
Honey Darling (Yaoi Manga)
Rorschach's Ink

Land of the LustrousKodansha Comics
ENDLESS DARKNESS They live on the shadowy border between the possible and the impossibleancient life-forms known as mushi. Rare is the individual who can see them, but those
with that special ability, the mushishi, can counter the creatures' deadly effects on
humans. After a young boy is orphaned in the forest, he is saved by a reclusive female
mushishi. But the lake near the mushishi's home holds a deadly secret, and the boy must
find out what it is before his only friend is lost forever.
Though none may know the truth about what happened the day of the Rokkenjima massacre,
Ange has come to understand the players were neither devils nor angels, merely people-her
flawed, complicated, ultimately loving family. Now battling against every kind of cruel
theory that's been leveled at the Ushiromiyas since the tragedy, those who remain in the
cat box fight to preserve the memory of their humanity. Armed with this truth, Ange
strides forth to reclaim her future!
?????????????????!
MINIATURE TRIP IN JAPAN
Last Chance For Hope
MADK, Vol. 1
Umineko WHEN THEY CRY Episode 8: Twilight of the Golden Witch
Stray God
"Strep throat! Hay fever! Influenza! The world is a dangerous place for a red blood cell just trying to get her deliveries finished. Fortunately,
she's not alone... she's got a whole human body's worth of cells ready to help out! The mysterious white blood cell, the buff and brash killer T
cell, the nerdy neuron, even the cute little platelets -- everyone's got to come together if they want to keep you healthy!"--Amazon.com.
Welcome to the dreamlike pastel-colored world created by Meyoco. Discover all with Polaris, her first commercial work collection. Meyoco is
an illustrator based in Southeast Asia who has gained popularity mainly on social media. Natural elements such as flowers, waves, leaves,
stars, and bubbles are suddenly infused with a cute and lovely quality when Meyoco colors them in pastels. Meyoco's wonderfully dreamlike
illustrations have won her an increasing number of fans of her social media accounts; as of April 2020, the number of her followers has
exceeded 1.22 million on Instagram and 270K on Twitter. This book contains about 240 illustrations that have been carefully chosen from those
she has presented in her social media account. It also includes artworks that have been newly drawn for this book, along with some watercolor
paintings from Meyoco's early published collections: doujinshi, "Foliage", "REVERIE" and "Bodies of Water". Meyoco also explains the
concept of her artworks in her own words. These cute characters and motifs drawn in lovely colors are sure to appeal to people all over the
world.
Yato is a homeless god. He doesn't even have a shrine, let alone any worshippers! So, to achieve his ambitious goals, he's set up a service to
help those in need (for a small fee of course). He hopes that one day he'll be able to build the temple he feels he deserves, but for now he can't
be picky about the jobs that he chooses to accept. From finding lost kittens to overcoming school bullies, Yato is divinely intervening all over
the place!
A teenage loner gets transported into a fantasy world with his two scary female classmates. The girls find themselves as a wizard and a
warrior, but he's woken up as... a farmer?! How will be become a hero now? A new fantasy perfect for fans of Sword Art Online and That Time
I Got Reincarnated as a Slime! Yusuke Yotsuya doesn't care about getting into high school--he just wants to get back home to his game and
away from other people. But when he suddenly finds himself in a real-life fantasy game alongside his two gorgeous classmates, he discovers a
new world of possibility and excitement. Despite a rough start, Yusuke and his friend fight to level up and clear the challenges set before them
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by a mysterious figure from the future, but before long, they find that they're not just battling for their own lives, but for the lives of millions...
Land of the Lustrous
Bungo Stray Dogs: Beast, Vol. 1
Non-Binary Lives
Mysterious Scenes from a Dark Fantasy World
????????????????????
"In this 5th game, you've all become accomplices, haven't you?"Ushiromiya Ange comes close to uncovering the truth. The Kakera, which holds
infinite possibilities, threatens to tear Rokkenjima asunder. Erika Furudo appears for the final battle against Beatrice, but without the Book of the
One Truth, will she stand a chance?
In an age when the corners of the world have been scoured for their secrets, only one place remains unexplored--a massive cave system known as
the Abyss, filled with monstrous creatures and lost relics. Those who delve into its depths are known as Cave Raiders. A young orphan named
Riko dreams of following in her mother's footsteps as a Cave Raider, and when she meets a strange robot while exploring the Abyss, she is one
perilous step closer to achieving her goal!
Saki and friends finally learn many of the troubling secrets of their brave new world. Whether the harsh facts can be altered or not is another
matter altogether.
A recently closed case has been reopened following a high-level assassination, but this was no ordinary takedown. The transportation of a highprofile prisoner has been intercepted, but this was no rescue—true freedom awaits . . . and death is the price one pays for failure. Who was this
prisoner? And who ordered the hit? Long-time friends Ringo, Arwen, and Silas are members of an elite squad known as the Outrider Soldiers, a
team of ambitious individuals contracted by prestigious clients and government officials to shake down organized crime. After receiving intel on
the hit, a recently closed case is reopened. With ties to the most notorious crime syndicates and influential figures in the city, the conspiracy
surrounding the case deepens and the danger intensifies. Is the case worth their freedom, their relationships, their lives? Or could there be
something more worth pursuing—an ordinary life, peace . . . love? In the lively city of Joyama, nothing happens by chance—and a chance, may be all
they have. The first volume of a genre-bending sci-fi trilogy! Illustrator and comic artist Daniel Isles (also known by his pen name DirtyRobot)
crafts an immersive experience through the intricate city of Joyama, introducing eclectic characters and exploring the futuristic architecture of a
densely populated metropolitan, while weaving a stylish fast-paced action-packed story of mystery and excitement.
Beneath the Moon
Dragon Ball Super, Vol. 4
Cells at Work!, Vol. 1
The Art of Meyoco
Lord of Light
Upon arriving at a primitive village, science fanatic Senku schemes to recruit the villagers to help him bring about a new
civilization based on science! His first target is a young, inquisitive villager named Chrome, whom Senku wins over by
defeating him in a battle of wits. Their first big task? To find a cure for Kohaku's older sister and the village
shamaness—Ruri! -- VIZ Media
Kazusa was a quiet middle schooler, but she arrived in high school determined to make friends. So (as a huge Harry
Potterfan) she decides to join the literature club. When one of the club?s icebreakers is "say one thing you want to do
before you die," one of the girls blurts out "sex." The prudish club president, the class beauty, and the other nerdy girls?
reactions are wildly different. Far from a typical sex comedy, O Maidens in Your Savage Seasondepicts how these girls
challenge and support one another when THAT WORDpushes them onto a variety of clumsy, funny, painful, and emotional
paths towards adulthood. Mari Okada?s unique talent for pairing lovable and relatable characters and emotional twists is
lent new dimension by the detailed and dynamic sequential art of Nao Emoto (Forget Me Not).
When your kink involves eating a demon’s guts, what else is there to do but summon a bewitching demon to feast on?
Makoto summons a demon to grant his every twisted desire, and in exchange for getting to eat the demon’s guts, Makoto
will give him his life! Makoto has long been ostracized because of his odd hobbies and a sexual kink others see as
disgusting. One day he finds a book on summoning demons and manages to summon the intimidatingly beautiful and
rather chatty Archduke J. The demon offers to grant Makoto’s deepest twisted desire if he’ll offer up his life in exchange.
Once Makoto has sated his demented appetites, he fulfills his end of the bargain, only to find he’s been reborn as a
monster…in hell!
Bestselling novelist Garth Nix returns to the Old Kingdom for the never-before-told love story of Sabriel’s parents, Terciel
and Elinor, and the charter magic that brought them together—and threatened to tear them apart. A long-awaited prequel
to a classic fantasy series. In the Old Kingdom, a land of ancient and often terrible magics, eighteen year-old orphan
Terciel learns the art of necromancy from his great-aunt Tizanael. But not to raise the Dead, rather to lay them to rest. He
is the Abhorsen-in-Waiting, and Tizanael is the Abhorsen, the latest in a long line of people whose task it is to make sure
the Dead do not return to Life. Across the Wall in Ancelstierre, a steam-age country where magic usually does not work,
nineteen year-old Elinor lives a secluded life. Her only friends an old governess and an even older groom who was once a
famous circus performer. Her mother is a tyrant, who is feared by all despite her sickness and impending death . . . but
perhaps there is even more to fear from that. Elinor does not know she is deeply connected to the Old Kingdom, nor that
magic can sometimes come across the Wall, until a plot by an ancient enemy of the Abhorsens brings Terciel and Tizanael
to Ancelstierre. In a single day of fire and death and loss, Elinor finds herself set on a path which will take her into the Old
Kingdom, into Terciel’s life, and will embroil her in the struggle of the Abhorsens against the Dead who will not stay dead.
*USA Today Bestseller* “One of the greatest living fantasy writers. I will never get enough of the Old Kingdom.” —Sarah J.
Maas, #1 New York Times bestselling author
Manga Classics: Jane Eyre
An Anthology of Intersecting Identities
Terciel & Elinor
Mu Shi Shi
Joyama Volume 1

This 4th book in our background illustration series is a collection of dark, mysterious and strange illustrations. Fantastical
and magical scenery, desolate landscapes, and weird creatures, this book collects 111 dark fantasy artworks from 30
illustrators, including renowned illustrators like Posuka Demizu, the illustrator for the bestselling manga series "The
Promised Neverland", and YoShimizu, the cover illustrator for the 2nd book in the series "Beautiful Scenes from a
Fantasy World" (9784756249661). The cover Illustration was drawn by Monokubo?twitter: @13033303?, who, with 200K
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followers on Twitter, is also getting attention in the Japanese illustration industry. This will be the perfect reference book
not just for fantasy art fans but also for illustrators and designers working in the gaming industry.
Hiyori searches for someone to help Yato when she finds him in bad shape after his encounter with Bishemon, a blight
made worse by Yukinâe's poor behavior, which threaten's the god's life.
2199 will be Earth's final year--unless the voyage of Space Battleship Yamato can succeed! The alien Gamilas have
devastated the biosphere, determined to reshape our planet into their own new home. But a third force has intervened,
as an emissary from the distant Iscandar has given humanity the plans for a faster-than-light drive. If the Yamato can
battle its way through the Gamilas fleet to reach Iscandar, their technology can heal the Earth--but the odds against us
are literally astronomical... The classic 1974 anime TV series Space Battleship Yamato became a fan phenomenon in
North America under the title Star Blazers. Now the epic tale of a legendary WWII battleship retrofitted as a spacecraft on
a mission to save Earth has been remade by the generation of Japanese creators that grew up inspired by it--with staff
including Yutaka Izubuchi (Cowboy Bebop: The Movie), Nobuteru Yuki (Kids on the Slope), and Hideaki Anno
(Evangelion)!
Chihiro drifts through life with no purpose, going from girl to girl, until one day he finds an abandoned kitten in a box. He
quickly falls in love with little Shiro and couldn’t imagine his life without her. One evening, Chihiro finds Shiro has fallen
ill. While searching aimlessly for an animal hospital, he runs into Kumazawa, a local vet who takes Shiro into his care.
Watching Kumazawa in action, Chihiro realizes he wishes to learn the value of life and asks Kumazawa to consider hiring
him at the vet clinic. Kumazawa agrees, but only if Chihiro serves as his live-in housekeeper. Has Chihiro finally found his
purpose in life, or will living with the handsome vet be a little too much to handle? -- VIZ Media
WORKS
An Encyclopedia of Natural History
4
The Art of Ni no Kuni II: REVENANT KINGDOM
Umineko WHEN THEY CRY Episode 8: Twilight of the Golden Witch, Vol. 3
A PATH THAT COULD HAVE BEEN… ?In the world of Bungo Stray Dogs, Ryuunosuke Akutagawa is infamous for being one of the Port Mafia’s most
dangerous members. But what if his past had turned out differently...? When Dazai decides to pass on taking in an orphaned Akutagawa, the boy winds up
being recruited by none other than the Armed Detective Agency! With his sister still in the Mafia’s clutches, Akutagawa will stop at nothing to take her
back. However, standing in his way is the Port Mafia’s top enforcer—the White Reaper, Atsushi Nakajima. As darkness and light face off in a twisted mirror
of what could have been, a new tale begins to take shape…
What does it mean to be non-binary in the 21st Century? Our gender identity is impacted by our personal histories; the cultures, communities and countries
we are born into; and the places we go and the people we meet. But the representation of contemporary non-binary identities has been limited, until now.
Pushing the narrative around non-binary identities further than ever before, this powerful collection of essays represents the breadth of non-binary lives,
across the boundaries of race, class, age, sexuality, faith and more. Leading non-binary people share stories of their intersecting lives; how it feels to be nonbinary and neurodiverse, the challenges of being a non-binary pregnant person, what it means to be non-binary within the Quaker community, the joy of
reaching gender euphoria. This thought-provoking anthology shows that there is no right or wrong way to be non-binary.
Ni no Kuni(TM) 2: REVENANT KINGDOM is the long-awaited role-playing adventure video game from Bandai Namco and Level-5. The Art of Ni no
Kuni(TM)II: REVENANT KINGDOM is a lavish full-color book showcasing the best art from the highly anticipated roleplaying game. Developed by
Level-5 and with collaboration from legendary animator Yoshiyuki Momose, Ni no Kuni(TM)II: REVENANT KINGDOM is a beautiful, characterful and
exciting game. This book is the ultimate fan resource, showcasing the development of the amazing characters, monsters, vehicles and locations from initial
concept sketches through to the finished artworks.
Goku Black’s identity has been revealed as Zamas, the lord of lords from Universe 10! But he’s not alone—his counterpart from the parallel universe has
teamed up with him and, thanks to the super Dragon Balls, they are nearly unstoppable! In the present, Goku trains with Master Roshi to perfect the Maf?ba
and seal Zamas away. Meanwhile, Kaiô-shin takes Lord Gowas, Zamas’s mentor, to the parallel universe to try and push his former pupil back to being
good! -- VIZ Media
Land of the Lustrous 11
(one-shot)
Made in Abyss Vol. 1
Hybrid Animation
Fairy Tales, Myths, and Divine Stories from Around the World

Powerful and universal retellings of seventy-eight divine stories, legends, and myths
from around the world, each accompanied by a gorgeous illustration from acclaimed artist
Yoshi Yoshitani. Many of the lessons we learn are shared stories passed among cultures
and generations. In this riveting collection of fables and folktales from cultures across
the globe, characters from beloved fairytales, cultural fables, ancient mythologies, and
inspirational deities are brought to life, including Sleeping Beauty (Italy), Rapunzel
(Germany), Jack and the Beanstalk (England), Our Lady of Guadalupe (Mexico), Sun God Ra
(Egypt), the Crane Wife (Japan), and dozens more. Lesser-known stories introduce
characters such as the volcano goddess Pele from Hawaii; Mwindo, the wise and powerful
king of the Nyanga people; and the strong and resilient Yennenga, mother of the Mossi
people in Burkina Faso. The recurring themes of conquering evil, overcoming adversity,
and finding love and companionship are woven throughout this collection. Yoshi
Yoshitani's art style is fresh and unique, featuring diverse and multicultural
characters. Each story will be featured opposite a correlating illustration, both lush
and vibrant.
As an orphaned child, Jane Eyre is first cruelly treated by her aunt, then cast out and
sent to a charity school. Though she meets with further hardship, she receives an
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education, and eventually takes a job as a governess at the estate of Edward Rochester.
Jane and Mr. Rochester begin to bond, but his dark moods trouble her. When Jane uncovers
the terrible secret Rochester has been hiding, she flees and finds temporary refuge at
the home of St. John Rivers. Charlotte Bronte's classic tale of morality and social
criticism takes on an entirely new life in this Manga Classic adaptation of Jane Eyre.
Superman keeps the abandoned Warworld weapon out of the hands of anyone who might misuse
it. But now the Justice League questions his judgment. It’s time for Clark Kent to put up
or shut up. In “Tales of Metropolis,” the Guardian comes to the city. Is this another
step toward Future State?
Ninth grader Yusuke Yotsuya is a loner and he likes it that way. But one day, he and two
female classmates are suddenly sent to another world, where they must work together to
battle for their lives. But he's been reincarnated as a farmer! How is someone who's only
ever wanted to be left alone supposed to be a hero?! A one-of-a-kind original manga that
will challenge everything you thought you knew about fantasy!
Mushishi
From the New World, Volume 3
Background Illustrations and Scenes by Up-And-Coming Creators
I'm Standing on a Million Lives 4
THE ROAD TO BRAVERY Spring has sprung, and the all the other gems are awake to see Phosphophyllite’s
transformation. They are impressed with Phos’s new arms, and our hero can hardly stand the newfound popularity,
especially when it attracts the scariest gem of all…Bort now wishes to be Phos’s partner in battle.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Noritake?????????????Noritake????400???????????
??????????????????Noritake??????????????????????
Artist imaginations continue to grow and stretch the boundaries of traditional animation. Successful animators adept and
highly skilled in traditional animation mediums are branching out beyond traditional animation workflows and will often
use multiple forms of animation in a single project. With the knowledge of 3D and 2D assets and the integration of
multiple animation mediums into a single project, animators have a wealth of creative resources available for a project
that is not limited to a specific animation medium, software package or workflow processs. Enhance a poignant scene by
choosing to animate the scenic background in 2D while the main character is brought to life with 3D techniques. Balance
the budget demands of a project by choosing to integrate a 2D or 3D asset to save time and expense. Choose which
medium Hybrid Animation, learn the systematic development of the 2D and 3D assets and the issues surrounding
choices made during the creative process.
Mushi have been around since shortly after life came out of the primordial ooze. They're everywhere; some live behind
your eyelids, some eat silence, some kill, and some drive men mad. Ginko is a mushishi, or mushi master, and has the
ability to help those who are plagued by mushi.
Polaris
Action Comics (2016-) #1035
O Maidens in Your Savage Season 1
Land of the Lustrous 1
Noragami
ミニチュア写真家・田中達也、珠玉の写真集。
An elegant new action manga for fans of Sailor Moon and the litany of comics and animation that it inspired,
Land of the Lustrous is set in a far future Earth, where humanity's distant descendants live on in a small group of
sexless crystalline beings who must fight off an invasion from the Moon. The young gem Phosphorite can't seem
to do anything right. "Phos" has nothing but a big mouth and guts. Cinnabar, a classmate, is a loner, shunned by
the other gems because of the toxins emitted from their body. But when they get together, they will learn that
they both have an essential role to play in the fight against the Moonfolk, who are intent on coming to Earth to
abduct the gem folk and destroy their world. A beautifully-drawn new action manga from Haruko Ichikawa,
winner of the Osamu Tezuka Cultural Prize.
It's time once again for the annual family gathering on Rokkenjima! Ange Ushiromiya is just getting over a cold,
but that won't dampen her excitement at seeing her cousins again! Granddad couldn't be more thrilled to see his
beloved grandchildren and throws a special Halloween party where everyone gets lots of treats! By lunchtime on
the first day, the aunts and uncles are chatting up a storm, and the cousins are eagerly planning the afternoon's
fun. It's the very picture of a happy family-one that in no way resembles the bickering, bitter Ushiromiya clan!
What is going on?!
With their third Anthology the Writers' Guild of Iowa State set out to personify concepts. Rorschach's Ink holds
stories about romance, death, memory, fear, and more, plucked from the minds of authors young and old.
Star Blazers 2199 Omnibus Volume 1
Dr. STONE, Vol. 3
BEASTARS, Vol. 12
Excalibur
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